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PRAYING AND FASTING 

LIFE GROUP HOMEWORK 
JULY 02 & 03, 2016 

Leading Off: 
When you hear that a friend is fasting, what sort of thoughts do you have toward that friend? If you told a friend that 
you are fasting what sort of thoughts might they have toward you? With this in mind, why does Jesus say we should 
hide that we are fasting and do it in secret? 

Digging In: 
1. Jerry said that the only time Scripture actually asked God’s people to fast was in the instructions for the Day of 
Atonement when Israel was to mourn over their sin. What might have led the Pharisees to set up regular fasts on the 
second and fifth days of the week? 

2. The sermon ended with a look at Isaiah 58. In verse three of that chapter the Jews ask God, “Why have we fasted, 
and you see it not? Why have we humbled ourselves, and you take no knowledge of it?” What sort of response from 
God might the Jews have expected? What sort of response from God might we expect when we fast? Is fasting 
something we do to get a particular response from God? (Look at Isaiah 58:8-14) 

3. Think of the how James 4:3 said that when our prayers are not being answered it might be that we are praying for 
things only to spend them on our own passions. Could the same be true of fasting? How could our own passions be 
satisfied by the act of fasting? 

4. Isaiah 58:5 and the verses that follow ask and answer the question, “What sort of fast would God choose?” Verse 
five tells us that the fast chosen by the Jews was to not eat, to hold one’s head low, put on poor clothing, and look 
dirty with ashes. Whereas God chose a fast that involved the Jews fasting from their unloving and selfish ways. 
Which fast is requires more humility and why? Why does God prefer the latter form of fasting over the former? 

Going Forth: 
Jerry suggested ten fasts that every believer can and should practice. 

Fast from: judging, anger, worry, complaining, foul language, hostility, self-absorption, discouraging thoughts, 
sorrow, and unbelief (see the sermon notes for greater detail).  

Take the time to discuss what fasting from these things would look like. As a group prayerfully consider fasting from 
one or more of these. If comfortable enough, share with one another which of these you hope to fast from in the 
coming week. 
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